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Abstract 

This paper proposes an adaptive sliding mode control strategy for power 

optimization in solar photovoltaic system. The objective is to operate the 

photovoltaic system at its maximum power point irrespective of changes in 

environmental conditions and in this paper the objective is met by designing 

the maximum power point tracking controller based on adaptive sliding mode 

control algorithm. The photovoltaic system chosen is the stand-alone PV 

module which is modeled using first principle approach. The sliding surface is 

designed to reach maximum power point based on incremental conductance 

method. The performance of adaptive sliding mode controller is proven to be 

better than sliding mode controller, by comparing the oscillations and speed of 

tracking of the photovoltaic module power. 

Keywords: Adaptive control, Sliding mode control (SMC), DC-DC Power 

converter, Maximum power point tracker (MPPT), Solar Photovoltaics. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Each year the demand for oil and gas is increasing significantly and so, energy 

security is a major concern worldwide (Leon and David 2008). Globally, the energy 

potential of coal, oil, gas and uranium are, by and large, confined to a few 

geographically limited sites. A close look at the potential of primary energy sources 

like wind, biomass, and hydro reveals that though these resources are distributed 

much more widely, their techno-economic utility is still limited due to geographical 

constraints. In contrast, solar energy happens to be the sole primary energy source that 

can be directly exploited at any point on the earth (Suneel 2011). Apart from its 

abundant availability, solar energy is a good option and the electricity produced is 

clean, long lasting, non-radioactive and pollution free (Enrico et al. 2013). It has 

experienced a remarkable growth for the past two decades in its widespread use from 
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standalone to utility interactive PV systems. All these factors make solar energy 

attractive (Suneel 2011). There are many ways of extracting solar energy, one such 

method is using the photovoltaic effect that consists of a direct transformation of 

sunlight into electricity by means of solar panels (Tamal, Panda and Saha 2013). Even 

though the PV system is posed to its high capital fabrication cost and low conversion 

efficiency, the skyrocketing oil prices make solar energy naturally viable energy 

supply with potentially long-term benefits. 

The appliances like computers, LED lights, cell phones and so on use their own 

rectifiers to switch power from AC to DC. The photovoltaic technology is well poised 

to be integrated with majority of these applications and much more efficient solution 

would be to install solar PV system that operates at its maximum potential (Lyden and 

Haque, 2015). Also, as the PV system’s initial installment cost is also high, it is 

essential that the PV system should be operated to extract maximum possible power 

throughout the year and this increases the return for investment (Zahra, Saad and 

Mohsen 2013). To increase the electrical efficiency, lot of efforts is made, often 

forgetting that the total efficiency is the product of electrical efficiency by the 

maximum power point tracking (MPPT) efficiency (Yoash and Doron 2013). So, to 

improve the efficiency of the PV system, maximum power has to be extracted from it 

and this can be done by either adjusting the load connected to it or by implementing 

the MPPT algorithm. As adjusting the load is not a better control mechanism, MPPT 

algorithm is implemented and its design for the PV system is an important process. 

The MPPT is an online algorithm which dynamically changes the operating point of 

the solar panels (Saravanan and Ramesh 2016; Amevi and Essel 2013). The main 

hindrance in operating the PV system efficiently is existence of non-uniform 

environmental conditions. The maximum power point (MPP) will vary due to the 

rapidly changing external environmental conditions like temperature, dirt, shadow, 

irradiation and so on (Kumaresh et al. 2014). In short, the maximum power from the 

PV module varies according to the outdoor environment where it is installed. The 

above factors create the necessity for MPPT techniques. 

There are many MPPT techniques available and commonly used methods are Perturb 

and Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance (INC), Fractional short-circuit current, 

Fractional open-circuit voltage, Sliding Mode Control, Fuzzy based controllers, and 

so on (Alsumiri, Jiang, Tang 2014). Each of the methods has their own advantages 

and disadvantages, which are reviewed in several MPPT literatures (Hamid 2016). 

Recently adaptive controllers are also included while designing the MPPT techniques. 

Most of the MPPT algorithms uses switching converters to extract and transfer the 

maximum power to the load. As the PV system is a nonlinear system, nonlinear 

MPPT control techniques are very useful to operate the PV module at its MPP 

(Meenal and Nilanshu 2013). 

In this paper, typical nonlinear control approach, adaptive sliding mode controller is 

applied, which exploits the inherent variable structure nature of switching converter. 

The systems whose physical structures changes with respective to control law are said 

to have variable structure nature (Tamal, Panda and Saha 2013). The adaptive sliding 

mode controller (ASMC) is developed from sliding mode controller (SMC), which 
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incorporates the advantages of SMC. The SMC has the advantages such as 

insensitivity to system parameter changes, disturbance and load variations. It is also a 

robust controller (Maissa, Oscar and Lassad 2016). But the major disadvantage in 

SMC is chattering phenomenon. It becomes inevitable to have a controller which 

minimizes the chattering phenomenon and also compensates the PV model 

uncertainties that occur due to the changes in environmental conditions. So ASMC is 

proposed and compared with SMC. The comparison is made to prove that the ASMC 

will perform better than SMC. This paper is organized as follows; the PV system 

modeling is given in section II. The section III deals with the MPPT concept. The 

proposed ASMC for MPPT is discussed in section IV. The simulation results are 

given in section V. Also, comparative analysis between SMC and ASMC is 

performed in this section. Section VI comprises of conclusion. 

 

II. PV SYSTEM MODELING 

The chosen PV module can provide an output of 37.11 W at ambient temperature of 

25℃ and irradiation of 1000 W/m2. The module is connected to load through DC-to-

DC boost converter. The DC-to-DC boost converter is used to transfer the maximum 

extracted power from the PV module to the stand-alone load. Also, to obtain load 

voltage greater than module output voltage boost converter is selected (Daniel, 

Carloss and Roberto 2016). The duty ratio of the converter is controlled through 

ASMC accounting for changes in irradiation and temperature. The overall block 

diagram of the system is given in the Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Overall block diagram of the PV system. 

 

The ASMC uses the PV module voltage (Vpv), PVmodule current (Ipv) and load 

voltage (Vo) to generate duty ratio (D) in order to extract maximum power. 

 

A. Mathematical Model of PV Module 
A PV module is a series and parallel combinations of solar cells connected together to 

obtain the desired current and voltage from the panel (Enrico et al. 2013). The typical 

PV module is shown in the below figure 2. 
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Fig. 2.  Equivalent circuit of PV module. 

 

The single-diode model is primarily used to model a PV cell, which offers good trade-

off between simplicity and accuracy. The mathematical representation of the entire 

PV module is derived from the basic physical laws of semiconductors. The basic 

equations from the theory of semiconductors and photovoltaics are used and are listed 

below (Chetan Singh Solanki 2011). 

Ipv =  NpIph − NpIs[e
q(Vpv+IpvRs)

NsAKT − 1]      (1) 

 

Iph = [Iscr + Ki(T − Tref)] 𝜆

1000
          (2) 

 

Is =  Irs (
T

Tref
)

3

 e
qEgo

AK
[ 1

Tref
 − 

1
T

]
          (3) 

 

Irs =
Iscr

e
q(Voc)
NsAKT−1

                 (4) 

Where, 

Ipv- Module output current (A) 

Vpv- Module output voltage (V) 

Iph  - Module photocurrent (A) 

Is    - Module saturation current (A) 

Irs  - Module reverse saturation current (A) 

Iscr - Module short circuit current (A) 

Ki   - Temperature coefficient (0.0017 A/K) 

T    - Actual temperature (K) 

Tref - Reference temperature (K) 
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𝜆- Irradiation on the device surface (w/m2) 

q     - Electron charge (1.6 x 10−19 C) 

Voc  - Open circuit voltage(V) 

Ns   - No. of cells connected in series 

K   - Boltzmann constant (1.3805 x 10−23 J/K) 

A   - Ideality factor 

Np- No. of parallel cells in the module 

Rs- Equivalent series resistance (Ω) 

 

The electrical characteristic data of chosen 37.11 W solar module are listed in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. Electrical Characteristic Data of the Chosen PV Module 

Description Rating 

Rated Power 37.11 W 

Voltage at maximum power (Vmp) 16.56 V 

Current at maximum power (Imp) 2.25 A 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 21.24 V 

Short circuit current (Iscr) 2.55 A 

Total no.of cells in series (Ns) 36 

Total no.of cells in parallel (Np) 1 

 

The electrical characteristics of37.11W PV module at 25℃ for various irradiations are 

shown in the Fig.3 and Fig.4. Similarly, the electrical characteristics at 1000 W/m2for 

various temperatures are shown in the figures Fig.5 and Fig.6. 
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Fig. 3.  P-V characteristic of PV module with constant temperature. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  I-V characteristic of PV module with constant temperature. 

 

The effect of solar irradiation is analyzed through figures 3 and 4. The module power 

(Ppv) strongly depends on the irradiation falling on it. The Ppv decreases linearly with 

the decrease in intensity of solar radiation. So, throughout the day due to the variation 

in the irradiation, Ppv also varies. The module current is the linear function of 

irradiation. Thus, if the radiation is half the peak radiation intensity, the module will 

produce half the peak current (Chetan Singh Solanki 2011). 
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Fig. 5.  P-V characteristic of PV module with constant irradiation. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  I-V characteristic of PV module with constant irradiation. 

 

The figures Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows that Ppv also depend on the temperature at which 

the module is operating. The variation in actual module temperature (T) depends on 

the conditions such as radiation intensity, wind speed, etc. The increase in 

temperature results in an increase in the short circuit current Iscr and decrease in the 

open circuit voltageVoc. Decrease in Voc is more prominent than the increase in theIscr 

(Chetan Singh Solanki 2011). Therefore, overall, the power output and efficiency of 

PV module decrease with the increase in its operating temperature. Finally, it is 

evident that the irradiation and temperature are the two important factors, which affect 

the characteristics of the PV module. 

B. DC to DC Boost Converter 
The converters come under category – balance of solar PV systems. Among the 

different types of converters, the boost converter is chosen due to the various reasons 
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stated in various literatures (Lachtar et al. 2019). A boost converter is a DC-to-DC 

converter that provides an output voltage greater than the source voltage depending on 

changes in the duty ratio (D). The variation in duty ratio can be used not only to 

regulate load voltage (Vo) but also to vary the input side impedance (Rin) of the 

converter. This helps in the application of MPPT in PV modules. The boost converter 

can be controlled to present optimum impedance across the PV module terminals 

which facilitate maximum power extraction from the module. This feature can be 

appreciated by inspecting the following expression of Rin. 

 

Rin = R(1 − D)2               (5) 

 

D = 1 −
Vpv

Vo
                  (6) 

As the value of D can vary between 0 and 1, the input impedance seen at the input 

side of the boost converter also varies and it will be always less than the load 

impedance. The model of boost converter’s dynamic behavior is needed to design 

MPPT controller. Figure 7 shows the configuration of boost converter used in this 

paper. It has inductor (L), MOSFET (SW), diode (Di) and capacitor (C). 

 

Fig. 7.  Configuration of DC-to-DC boost converter. 

 

The state space equations of boost converter are obtained through state space 

averaging method and are given in the equations 7 and 8. The state space model is 

represented through the equation 9. 

 

dIpv

dt
=  

Vpv

L
−  

(1−D)Vo

L
              (7) 

 

dVo
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=  

(1−D)Ipv

L
−  

Vo

RC
              (8) 

 

[
Ipv

̇

Vȯ
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(1−D)

L
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L
− 

1
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] [
Ipv
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] +  [

1

L

0
] Vpv    (9) 
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The equation 7 is later used to design the control law for SMC. The specifications of 

boost converter are listed in Table II. 

 

TABLE II. Specifications of Selected Boost Converter 

Parameters Rating 

Inductance (L) 290 µH 

Capacitance (C) 330 µF 

Switch frequency (fSW) 10 KHz 

Load resistance (R) 50 Ω 

 

III. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING 

From the detailed discussions made in the introduction part, it is clearly observed that 

the MPPT system is one of the essential parts of the any PV system and will certainly 

result in improving the efficiency of the PV system. The operating point of the solar 

PV module is decided by the load connected to it. Due to the environmental changes, 

this operating point changes throughout the day. But maximum power has to be 

transferred to load under all operating conditions. So, to ensure the operation of PV 

module for maximum power transfer, a special method called MPPT is employed in 

PV systems (Huan, Ci and Yi 2008). 

The MPPT mechanism is based on the principle of impedance matching between load 

and PV module. To achieve this principle, MPPT makes use of an algorithm called as 

MPPT algorithm and an electronic circuitry, which will mostly be a converter circuit 

(Chetan Singh Solanki 2011). As discussed in section II, DC to DC boost converter is 

used for impedance matching. The P-V characteristics show that the maximum power 

changes with the changes in irradiation and temperature respectively. And it can also 

be understood that the maximum power can be tracked by operating the PV module at 

a particular module voltage for a particular irradiation or for a particular temperature. 

So there is a dependency of maximum power on the module voltage Vpv. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.  Operating characteristics of PV module. 
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The MPP concept is illustrated in figure 8, where the maximum power PMPP is 

obtained at MPP voltage (VMPP). Mostly, this principle of MPPT is based on adaptive 

or varying converter duty ratio to finally bring the operating point to MPP. 

TheVpv, Ipv and Voare measured and used as inputs to the algorithm which then 

adjusts the duty ratio (D) of the converter, resulting in the adjustment of the reflected 

load impedance (Rin). Now the MPPT problem can be defined as the designing of a 

controller that allows tracking of MPP by controlling appropriateVMPP, despite the 

variations in temperature or solar irradiation (Hamid 2016). 

The algorithms like Perturb and Observe, Incremental Conductance, Fractional short-

circuit current and Fractional open-circuit voltage controls the duty cycle to reach 

MPP. The SMC is one such controller which adjusts the duty cycle and forces the 

operating point (MPP) to lie in a point at the top of the curve where the condition of 

maximum power is achieved. However, SMC has major drawback of chattering and it 

should be tuned for modeling errors, external disturbance and model parameter 

variations that occurs due to changing environmental condition. Optimizing the 

sliding mode controller’s parameters or fine tuning them for these variations is 

complex one. Another way to resolve this controller parameter issue is to design a 

SMC that adapt itself to the modeling uncertainties and environmental changes with 

minimum chattering. Hence adaptive sliding mode controller is proposed and 

designed, wherein the controller parameter of SMC is adapted depending on the 

changes in the irradiation and temperature. 

 

IV. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER FOR MPPT 

The SMC derived from variable structure system theory, extends the properties of 

hysteresis control to multivariable environments. It gives good dynamic response and 

is simpler for implementation (Christopher and Sarah, 2008). The SMC is applied to 

the boost converter. The converter switches depend on the instantaneous values of 

state variables of the boost converter to force the system trajectory to stay on a 

suitable surface on the phase plane. The design of SMC is based on equivalent control 

method and the method involves two steps, in first step sliding surface is designed and 

in second step the discontinuous control is designed. Here the sliding surface is 

designed based on incremental conductance (INC) method (Zahra, Saad and Mohsen 

2013). 

A. Incremental Conductance Method 
The INC method’s baseline is that the slope of the PV module power curve is zero at 

the MPP, positive when the operating point is on the left of MPP and negative when 

the operative point is on the right of MPP. In this method PV power is differentiated 

with respective to PV voltage and this value will be zero at MPP. The above concept 

can be expressed as: 

 

dPpv

dVpv
=  

d(VpvIpv)

dVpv
=  Ipv + Vpv

dIpv

dVpv
=  Ipv + Vpv

∆Ipv

∆Vpv
 (10) 
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The equation 10 will be zero at MPP, positive on left of MPP and negative on the 

right of MPP. The controller is forced to operate at reference voltage (Vref)to attain 

MPP. The ‘Vref’ is either incremented or decremented by following the given 

algorithm to operate the PV system at MPP [9], [11]. 

1. Read Vpv(t) and Ipv(t). 

2. Calculate ∆Ipv and ∆Vpv as follows, 

∆Ipv =   Ipv(t) −   Ipv(t − ∆t)         (11) 

 

∆Vpv =   Vpv(t) −  Vpv(t − ∆t)        (12) 

 

3. Check for∆Vpv = 0. If the condition is true, then go to step 8 or else go to step 4. 

4. Check the condition(∆Ipv ∆Vpv⁄ ) =  −(Ipv/Vpv). If true, then go to step 10 or else 

go to step 5. 

5. Check the condition(∆Ipv ∆Vpv⁄ ) >  −(Ipv/Vpv). If true, then go to step 7 or else go 

to step 6. 

6. Decrement Vref and go to step 10. 

7. Increment Vref and go to step 10. 

8. Check for∆Ipv = 0. If the condition is true, then go to step 10 or else go to step 9. 

9. Check for∆Ipv > 0. If the condition is true, then go to step 7 or else go to step 6. 

10. Update  Ipv(t − ∆t) and  Vpv(t − ∆t). 

 

 Ipv(t − ∆t) =   Ipv(t)            (13) 

 

 Vpv(t − ∆t) =   Vpv(t)            (14) 

 

11. Return to step 1 for new measurements. 

B. Sliding Mode Controller Design 

The sliding surface (σ) is chosen as the error between Instantaneous resistance (Ri =

Vpv/Ipv) and Incremental resistance (ri = |dVpv dIpv⁄ |). These conditions will result 

in the following equations. 

σ = Ri  −  ri                 (15) 
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The structure of the control lawu(t) is defined as sum of equivalent control input 

ueq(t) and nonlinear switching inputun(t) [13], [24]. So, control law is given as, 

 

u(t) = ueq(t) + un(t)              (16) 

 

The equivalent control input defines the system’s behavior on the sliding surface and 

it is determined using invariance condition as stated in equation (17). 

 

σ ̇ = 0                    (17) 

 

At this condition the controller effort will be  ueq(t) and since the controller effort is 

the duty ratio of boost converter,  ueq(t) will beequal to D. Now from equations (7), 

(15) and (17), following equation for ueq(t) is derived. 

 

ueq(t) = 1- 
Vpv

V0
                 (18) 

 

The nonlinear switching input moves the state to the sliding surface and keeps the 

state on the sliding surface in the presence of uncertainty. This is chosen such that the 

Lyapunov stability criterion is met. Equation (19) states Lyapunov stability criteria. 

 

dσ. σ< 0                    (19) 

The chosen nonlinear switching input is given in equation (20) and controller 

parameter M is derived later. 

 

un(t) =
Vpv

V0
– M                (20) 

 

From equations (16), (18) and (20) the control law is derived as: 

 

u(t) = 1 − M                 (21) 

 

A Lyapunov function and its time derivative are defined as: 
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V =  
σ2

2
                    (22) 

 

dV =  σ. dσ                  (23) 

 

From equations (7), (15), (21) and (23), the following equation is obtained. 

 

dV = (
∂Ri

∂Ipv
−  

∂ri

∂Ipv
) (Vpv − MVo)

σ

L
         (24) 

The INC method proves that (
∂Ri

∂Ipv
−  

∂ri

∂Ipv
) part in (24) is always negative. 

 

(
∂R

∂Ipv
−  

∂r

∂Ipv
) < 0               (25) 

 

Based on equation (15) forσ < 0, 

 

Vpv

Ipv
  <  |

dVpv

dIpv
| 

For any positive parameter ‘α’, 

 

(
Vpv

Ipv
)

𝛼

< (|
dVpv

dIpv
|)

𝛼

               (26) 

 

Multiply the above inequality (26) with the following expression (27) to obtain the 

equation (28). 

 

(Vpv)
(1−𝛼)

(Ipv)
𝛼

Vo
> 0               (27) 

 

So, for σ < 0, 

 

Vpv

Vo
  <

(Vpv)
(1−𝛼)

(Ipv)
𝛼

Vo
(|

dVpv

dIpv
|)

𝛼

          (28) 
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Similarlyforσ > 0, 

 

Vpv

Vo
  >

(Vpv)
(1−𝛼)

(Ipv)
𝛼

Vo
(|

dVpv

dIpv
|)

𝛼

          (29) 

 

Based on (28) and (29), it can be said that variable structure exists through the 

ratioVpv Vo⁄ . The M in control law can be chosen as: 

 

M =   
(Vpv)

(1−α)
(Ipv)

α

Vo
(|

dVpv

dIpv
|)

α

          (30) 

 

In order to prove the lyapunov stability criteria consider the followings: 

Forσ < 0, based on (28) and (30) 

 

Vpv − MVo < 0 

 

So,σ(Vpv − MVo) > 0              (31) 

 

Forσ > 0, based on (29) and (30) 

 

Vpv − MVo > 0 

 

So, σ(Vpv − MVo) > 0              (32) 

 

From equations (24), (25), (31) and (32), it is proved that the time derivative of 

chosen Lyapunov function is negative. Based on equations (21) and (30) the final 

control law will be, 

 

u(t) = 1 −
(Vpv)

(1−α)
(Ipv)

α

Vo
(|

dVpv

dIpv
|)

α

        (33) 

After designing the control law for SMC, the adaptive sliding mode controller is 

designed by adapting the sliding mode controller’s parameter to the changes in the 
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irradiation and temperature. The controller parameter ‘α’ is adapted as, 

 

α =  
Vpv

V0
                   (34) 

But the duty ratio D lie between 0 and 1, so the real control signal will be, 

 

D =  {
0,    u(t) ≤ 0

u(t),   0 < 𝑢(t) < 1

1,     u(t) ≥ 1

            (35) 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 is modeled and simulated in MATLAB/Simulink. 

The simulation is done for both SMC and ASMC by varying the irradiation and 

temperature. The PV module specifications are shown in Table I. The PV module 

power for irradiation of 1000 W/m2 and for temperature of 25℃with SMC and ASMC 

are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. The Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig.13 show the 

variations in PV module power, voltage and current with change in irradiation from 

500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2at 25℃ while using SMC respectively and Fig. 14,    Fig. 15 

and Fig. 16 show the variations in PV module power, voltage and current with change 

in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 at 25℃ while using ASMC respectively. 

 

Fig. 9.  PV module power for constant irradiation of 1000 W/m2at25℃with SMC. 
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Fig. 10.  PV module power for constant irradiation of 1000 W/m2 at 25℃with ASMC. 

 

 

Fig. 11.  PV module power for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 at 

25℃ with SMC. 

 

Fig. 12.  PV module voltage for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 

at 25℃ with SMC. 
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Fig. 13.  PV module current for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 at 

25℃ with SMC. 

 

Fig. 14.  PV module power for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 at 

25℃ with ASMC. 

 

Fig. 15.  PV module voltage for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 

at 25℃ with ASMC. 
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Fig. 16.  PV module current for change in irradiation from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 at 

25℃ with ASMC. 

 

TABLE III. Variations in PV Module Power, Voltage and Current 

𝜆(w/m2) T (℃) 
Desired Ppv 

(W) 

Simulated values Settling 

time (ms) Ppv (W) Vpv   (V) Ipv (A) 

1000 
25 37.11 37.1 15.8 2.32 5.1 

35 33.92 33.9 14.6 2.32 3.5 

800 
25 29.2 29.2 15.65 1.85 4.2 

35 26.59 26.63 14.35 1.85 4.9 

 

The Table III indicates the simulated values, desired module power and tracking 

speed for various irradiation and temperature changes with adaptive sliding mode 

controller. Fig. 17, Fig.18 and Fig. 19 shows the variations in PV module power, 

voltage and current with change in temperature from 25℃to 35℃ at 1000 W/m2 while 

using SMC respectively. 
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Fig. 17.  PV module power for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with SMC. 

 

Fig. 18.  PV module voltage for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with SMC. 

 

Fig. 19.  PV module current for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with SMC. 
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Fig. 20, Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 shows respectively the variations in PV module power, 

voltage and current with change in temperature from 25℃to 35℃ at 1000 W/m2 while 

using ASMC. 

 

Fig. 20.  PV module power for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with ASMC. 

 

 

Fig. 21.  PV module voltage for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with ASMC. 
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Fig. 22.  PV module current for change in temperature from 25℃ to 35℃ at 1000 

W/m2with ASMC. 

 

The simulations are carried out for the irradiations 1000 W/m2and 800W/m2 with 

temperatures 25℃ and 35℃. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, it can be inferred that the ASMC 

tracks the maximum power faster than SMC and it also improves the stability by 

reducing the oscillations present in PV module power. From Table III, it is proved 

that the proposed ASMC forces the operating point of the PV module to lie on the 

maximum power point irrespective of changes in irradiation and temperature. The 

settling time also fast enough with minimum chattering effect. Thus, ASMC provides 

faster dynamics. Fig 11 to Fig. 16 shows that the settling speed of PV module’s output 

parameters with ASMC are faster, when there is change in irradiation. On the other 

hand, SMC gives more oscillatory results. Similarly, the figures from Fig. 17 to Fig. 

22 also prove that ASMC provides better response than the SMC. Also, the tracking 

speed of ASMC is faster than SMC when there is a change in temperature. Ultimately, 

the proposed adaptive sliding mode controller exhibits better performance, when 

compared to SMC. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The maximum power has been extracted from solar PV module by the proposed 

ASMC and transferred to the load through DC-to-DC boost converter. To analyse the 

performance of ASMC for MPPT in PV module, the closed loop PV system with 

ASMC is designed and simulated. The PV module is modeled using first principle 

approach and its output power variation for various irradiations is recorded. Then to 

obtain maximum power from PV module, SMC with the objective of MPPT is 

designed. The MPPT is achieved by varying the impedance of PV through boost 

converter. To improve the tracking speed and to minimize the oscillations in the PV 

output electrical parameters, the control parameter of SMC is adapted to the changes 

in the irradiations. Thus, the PV system with ASMC is simulated and proved that the 
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ASMC gives better result when compared with SMC. It is also noted that ASMC 

gives superior transient and steady state responses than SMC. 
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